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Software design based on agents represents a new perspective for computer science and
more speciﬁcally, for Artiﬁcial Intelligence. It is a new theory that has innovated the analysis,
design and implementation of system software. The design of agents poses problems related
with: (1) autonomous decision-making process, (2) co-ordination, (3) negotiation, and (4) han-
dling of mental states and communication. In a reactive multi-agent system, the group of
agents is subject continually to local changes. These changes are designed by means of behav-
ior rules whose results are inﬂuenced by the behavior of the rest of the agents. The design of
these rules is inspired by the biological or cognitive sciences. Particularly, the design of cogni-
tive rules corresponds with the principle of rationality; its perspective is focused on the inter-
action among the agents. One of the objectives of artiﬁcial intelligence refers to the
development of systems that ease or increase the level of comfort in the daily life of humans.
Such is the case for tasks with permanent focus on the input data in convergent methods or
systems that help in the decision-making process involved in costly processes. In this paper
we propose a designs of the experts decision-making process trough the use of a cognitive
model, and fuzzy sets to model the agents reactive deliberative process. Software system helps0888-613X/$ - see front matter  2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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2 A.L. Laureano-Cruces, G. Espinosa-Paredes / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 39 (2005) 1–28human expert in the estimation of the static formation temperatures. Furthermore, we will
present an example based on a behavior developed from an expert in the ﬁeld of geothermal
sciences. The formulation of the human expert knowledge includes uncertainty, which is
expressed in terms of fuzzy rules. An attempt to estimate formation temperatures from logged
temperatures was solved whit this methodology based on reactive decision model. Thus, math-
ematically speaking an inverse problem is solved in this way. This paper describes and dis-
cusses the ﬁrst experiences that form part of an incremental project whose ﬁnal objective is
to develop an expert system that allows the prediction of the degree of success of the drilling
of geothermal wells.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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formation1. Introduction
Software design has recently incorporated new perspectives from agents in the
ﬁelds of computer science and speciﬁcally in the area of artiﬁcial intelligence (AI).
This new theory is innovating the analysis, design and implementation of system
software [1,25]. One of the problems with this methodology is that it exists few
regarding the way in which the analysis and design is carried out. In addition, it is
basically based on the designers experience and the domain of the problem. In spite
of these shortcomings, there are tools that are well deﬁned and which contribute to
the development of the analysis and design [2–4]. The important point with this new
theory, is that it can model reactive behaviors based on agents and therefore complex
problems of the real world, which means that specialized software located within the
world would be loaded with uncertainty. These agents also have a grade of auton-
omy that allows them to reach their objectives. The elements used during the devel-
opment of this work are introduced next.1.1. Adaptive behavior
Autonomy is also known as adaptive behavior and it has the capacity to adjust
itself to the environment conditions. According to Beer [22], it is the essence of
the intelligence and it is the animal ability to ﬁght continuously against the world;
complex, dynamic and unpredictable. This ability is viewed in terms of ﬂexibility
to adjust the behavior compendium to the contingencies anytime as a product of
the interaction with the environment. Our higher cognitive functions are our partic-
ular elaborations of this fundamental capacity and they are deeply linked to the
adaptation ability.
On the other hand, when agents that simulate an adaptive behavior are developed,
they may be done from two perspectives [23]: knowledge and automatic learning
acquisition, or the domain expertise is codiﬁed from a human expert.
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expertise. On the other hand the design of the representation of dynamical environ-
ment could be from two approaches. In the ﬁrst group the traditional AI considered
that the success of an intelligent system is closely related with the degree of the do-
main problem, which can be treated as a micro world abstraction (symbolic process-
ing approaches), that is, at the same time, disconnected of the real world. There
exists another group whose design is usually bottom-up. It is an ethological design
and bears in mind the fundamental steps of animal behavior (sub-symbolic) [20].
These approaches also empathizes symbol grounding [17,21] where various behavior
modules of an agent interact with the environment to produce complex behavior.
However this group concedes that achieving human-level artiﬁcial intelligence might
require integration of the two approaches.
In our study case, referring to a simulator control, the behavior agent has to be
connected to the simulator, which represents a dynamic environment, modelling
the domain expertise to the adaptive process. In this case it represents a symbolic
grounding representation [24].
1.2. Agents
Due to its usefulness and full applicability many areas of computer science have
rapidly adopted this simple and powerful concept. Currently, there are diﬀerent
kinds of agents [27] from the generic autonomous agents, software agents, intelligent
agents, to the most speciﬁc ones: interface agents, virtual agents, information agents
and mobile agents. As for the diﬀerent application ranks, these include: operating
systems, data image processing, and electricity distribution management and compu-
ter games. So, this is how we get to the deﬁnition of agent:
• According to Sohoman, mentioned in [2]. An agent is an entity that can be
described through its mental condition. This description consists of some compo-
nents, which can be: beliefs, commitments and capabilities (this is not the only selec-
tion). The description of the mental condition of each agent could not include all the
components before mentioned.
• An agent is encapsulated in a computer system that is located within an environment,
which is capable of a ﬂexible and autonomous action that allows them to achieve its
objectives [1].
• An agent is a system located in and constituting part of an environment that per-
ceives, and which develops actions through time; which allows it to reach its goals.
As a result it aﬀects its future perception [2].
In artiﬁcial intelligence, the introduction of agents is partially due to the ﬁnal dif-
ﬁculties when we try to solve problems considering the features of the external world
or when the agent is involved in a problem solving process. The solutions to address
these problems can be limited and inﬂexible if there is not a good perception of
the external world features. As a response to this diﬃculty, the agents receive
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world. In response to these inputs, they develop actions causing eﬀects on the
environment.
Agents continuously perform three functions: (1) perceptions of the dynamic con-
ditions from the environment, (2) actions that can change the environment condi-
tions, and (3) reasoning for interpreting perceptions, solving problems, making
inferences and taking an action. Conceptually perception inputs data for the reason-
ing process and the reasoning process guides the action. In some cases the perception
can guide the action directly. The last one is the main property that distinguishes the
behavior produced by a reactive agent and an autonomous agent. In the case of reac-
tive agents their actions are completely determined by their immediate situation.
Autonomous agent according to its internal state can organize its behavior in antic-
ipation of future conﬁgurations of its environment [21].
One of the problems in the design of these agents is to establish a decision-making
process with subjective domains. Natural environments exhibit a great deal of struc-
ture that a properly designed agent can depend upon and even actively exploit.
Strictly talking about the things required to achieve an adaptive behavior, a struc-
tural congruence between the internal dynamic mechanisms of an agent and the
external environment dynamic is needed. As long as this compatibility exists, both
the environment and the unit act as mutual sources of disturbance, release and con-
ditions alteration. In this case it is a two non-autonomous dynamical systems [21]:
the agent (the human expert) and the environment (the simulator). The design of
these systems can be seen as a control problem [21,31].
A control problem have two sub-problems: (a) the state estimation, consisting in
the evaluation of the environment (perception) and the controllers input, and (b)
regulation, consisting in ﬁnding an adequate response to the environment state
(action).
Taking into consideration the previous description, the controller consists of: (1) a
function (f) that estimates the environments state, and (2) a function that regulates
the environments response. From the perspective of AI, the agent has the ability to
recognize certain class of situations, which derive in objectives and thus, develop ac-
tions that lead to the achievement of these objectives.
Most of the environments are too complex to be described by diﬀerential equa-
tions. The behaviors of a shipment company of an airport, or the cognitive processes
involving expertise, need a kind of symbolic model. The classic control theory cannot
deal with incomplete information regarding the environment in a successful way.
In the case of agents, heuristics are used. Its use implies a basic diﬀerence because
the f function can be implemented through diﬀerential equations or symbolic
reasoning.
The qualitative theory of dynamic systems make possible the global understand-
ing of their possible behaviors, and the dependence of those behaviors on external
parameters, even if there is not a closed-form solution in terms of elementary math-
ematical functions. A model having an agent and its environment imply the existence
of two dynamic systems having convergent dynamics; that is, the value of their state
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Fig. 1. Dynamic systems that constitutes the environment and the autonomous agent.
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shows the dynamical systems and the variables of our study case. The WELLBORE
DATA is included in the symbolic model and these variables will make the human-
expert (autonomous agent) reason. In this example the input data used by the
human-expert of some variables remain constant (the mass ﬂow rate during lost of
circulation and porosity).
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The expert systems that would work with this type of knowledge would have to
ﬁght with the uncertainty. A form to treat it is through the fuzzy theory, this theory
would allow us to know the impact of the actions of the agents within the environ-
ment and what kind of knowledge is necessary to elaborate a selection–action
mechanism.
The objective of the fuzzy theory is to establish a mathematical theory that man-
ages the given subjectivity of any value of membership. This theory manages the
ambiguity using quantiﬁed descriptions in exact methods [5,6,29].
The fuzzy theory is a logical framework that can handle environments that pre-
tend to model behaviors with decisions that manage data involving some or several
aspects of ambiguity like: incomplete information, ambiguity, randomness, impreci-
sion and/or imprecise deﬁnition. In this case the fuzzy theory can be used to control
decision-making. To achieve this, it can use: fuzzy sets, fuzzy logic or fuzzy control
depending on the peculiar aspects of the speciﬁc problem.
A fuzzy set has softened limits to allow an element to have a grade of membership
instead of only belonging or not belonging. In this way, the value of membership of a
certain element can vary between 0 and 1, where 0 represent a grade of total
non-membership, while a value of 1 represents a degree of total membership.
Mathematically speaking, a fuzzy set is characterized by mapping the universal set
into an interval [0,1]. This kind of relation is known as the member function of a
set [6,29].
1.4. Distribute artiﬁcial intelligence
Why using distribute artiﬁcial intelligence (DAI). The industrial computer systems
becomes more complex day after day, and manages a large number of diﬀerent ori-
gins subsystems, including diﬀerent functions and interaction with several various
specialists, which are physically distributed in a natural way.
The need for distributing activities and intelligence can be explained though the
next reasoning lines [25]:
• Problems are physically distributed: the complex problems are frequently physi-
cally distributed.
• Problems are widely distributed and functionally heterogeneous: no one can know
everything about a problem or to have enough knowledge required to create a cer-
tain system (for instance, the construction of: an expert system or an intelligent
building). All these experts mix their knowledge to create the best expert system
or the best intelligent building ever.
• The problems complexity demands local points of view; when the problems
are too wide to be analysed together as a whole. Solutions based on local views
frequently allow solving it in a faster way, for instance: air traﬃc control, in
our case; ﬁnd the formation temperatures (Fig. 1). The local way of thinking habit
constitutes a promising aspect to solve complex problems on a large scale. It is
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rithms) that are pretended to work all over the problem. At the same time, it pro-
vides comparable results that emerge from the local interactions.
• Systems must be capable to adapt themselves to the structural changes and refer-
ring to the environment: It is not enough to know how to design computational
systems in an eﬃcient, proﬁtable and accurate way. Considering the elements
given by complexity, it is necessary to consider the way the software can adapt
itself to the changes on the operation context (operative system changes, data-
base management, graphic interfaces, adding new software). In multi-agent
systems context, due to its distributed inherent nature, they assume that the rea-
soning is always local and they allow the agents appear and disappear although
the system execution. They are architectures specially placed to bear in mind
the necessary evolution and adaptation for the system operation.
• Software engineering moves towards the design and usage of autonomous units
concepts interacting:
Software development history shows a trend towards the construction of systems,
which design coupling entities distributed and autonomous. Software engineering
is creating autonomous modules that can interact with others even when diﬀerent
people or groups develop them. As a consequence, computation must group ﬂex-
ibility, distribution on the processes and fulﬁlment heterogeneous ways. Multi-
agent systems play an important role when acting as possible heirs of systems
oriented towards distributed taking of decisions.
In our current study case, the expert decision agent is part of a local aspect of a
multi-agent incremental project. In this case, we have the next objectives:
• Solution of the problem (obtaining of formation temperatures). This aspect
belongs to an expert system being one of our basis cases. The system will
be used as a diagnostic system in which the advantages of a drilling will be fore-
seeing. Section 1.5 treats the importance to know the values of these
temperatures.
• Teaching: the development of a learning system implicates a module that uses
didactic tactics, which can incorporate expert decision modules. There exist a
whole theory framework of qualitative reasoning that is expected to incorporate
(reactive learning environments) [26]. Moreover, a cognitive model is of our inter-
est to couple in a more articulated way the teaching learning process [7]. This last
one is one of the reasons why we model a control process considering the experts
mental model [8].
1.4.1. Multi-agent system
According to dInverno and Luck [2] a multi-agent system is one that contains a
collection of two or more agents. Since goals cannot exist without having been gen-
erated by autonomous agents, it is impossible for agents to exist without autonomy
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contains:
1. two or more agents,
2. at least one autonomous agent and
3. at least one relationship between two agents where one satisﬁes the goal of the
other.
The multi-agent architecture proposed in this work is based on the development
of Laureano and de Arriaga [7]. One of the problems in the design of agents is the
continuous change of the environment to which the agent decision-making is sub-
jected (Section 1.2). In reactive agents these changes are considered by means of
behavioral rules; to achieve it, a cognitive model is proposed. In this paper, cognitive
task analysis (CTA) is applied to the experts process to develop the cognitive model.
CTA also drives to identify the reactive agents.1.5. Cognitive models
Cognitive models have been successfully used in: (1) domain analysis [7]; (2)
modeling reactive behaviors [4,7]; (3) problem resolution analysis to represent
the manner in which the beginner migrates towards expertise [8,9]; (4) analysis
of an integral model that in addition to cognitive abilities, includes the learning
of aﬀective, motivational and social ones [10]; and (5) analysis of curriculum de-
sign [11].
Cognitive models have been implemented in multi-agent architectures with diﬀer-
ent objectives, such as: (1) the behavior of a robot [4], (2) the behavior of experts
geared towards the teaching/learning process [7] or towards the consultation and res-
olution of speciﬁc problems [12].1.6. Related work
Emphasizing the research by Uhrig and Tsoukalas [12], which develops a predic-
tive system based in agents that survey the present value of certain data, that alto-
gether with the data provided by a virtual environment (represented by a
predictive model), allows the generation of the planning of predictive functions. This
is done with the goal of keeping a nuclear plant working within safety margins. In
this case tools, such as neuronal nets and fuzzy sets, are used.
In the case of geothermal sciences, the estimation of the formation of initial rock
temperatures before drilling a geothermal well is an important practical problem.
Due to the fact that the drilling process alters these temperatures, one possible ap-
proach is to build a simulator; this one models and solves the physical problem of
transient heat transfer conveyed by the drilling ﬂuid. The simulator, in summary,
integrates numerically the partial diﬀerential equations of the whole process consid-
ering as initial temperatures the formation temperatures (so far unknown). In this
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survey the value of certain data provided by the expert (temperatures), that alto-
gether with the data provided by a virtual environment (geothermal simulator) al-
lows the generation of adjustments to the existing temperatures to propitiate a
state of convergence. In other words, the results given by the simulator are the dis-
tribution of ﬁnal temperatures at points that can be experimentally measured during
the interruptions of the drilling process. But the measured temperatures and the ﬁnal
simulation results are not equal; at that point the geothermal expert decides to iter-
ative and interactively change the initial temperatures of the simulation process
according to his/her experience, until a close agreement is reached (in terms of the
temperatures diﬀerences) between the measured and simulated temperatures. When
the agreement is reached the formation temperatures is found. In this case a formal-
ization of the behavior of the agents is carried out, and fuzzy rules are used to model
subjective knowledge.
Both models have a virtual environment, and both base part of their design in the
cognitive process of the expert.
This work proposes a reactive design of the experts decision-making process
through the use of a cognitive model, and fuzzy sets to model the agents reactive
deliberative process. An attempt to estimate static formation temperatures (in this
paper we identify them like existing temperatures) from logged temperatures was
solved with a methodology based on reactive decision model. The previous works
to estimate the formation temperature are based in analytical model, which have
been developed from line source theory [30]. Many analytical methods are usually
conductive nature and circulation losses are not considered.
Static formation temperature is one of the most important parameters of the geo-
thermal systems that need to be estimated to deﬁne the feasibility of exploiting geo-
thermal resources for electric power generation or any heat application process. An
accurate knowledge of this temperature has the potential to beneﬁt a wide variety of
technical and research geothermal applications such as: the location of lost circula-
tion zones; estimation of the heat reserves in a geothermal reservoir; evaluation of
geothermal gradients; interpretation of well log; and evaluation of in-situ formation
thermal conductivities.
This paper is organized as follows: the theoretical basis of the Z language
notation for the conceptual formalization of the agent behavior is described in
Section 2. Section 3 presents the environment to be modeled and the mathemat-
ical model to simulate the geothermal process (virtual environment). Section 4
presents the cognitive model design that help to: (1) understand the experts men-
tal model, (2) the process control variables, (3) know the type of knowledge and
the necessary skills to understand the process. Section 5 presents the design of a
software system that help in the obtained process of formation temperatures. A
reactive agent is deigned, and it takes into account the number and characteris-
tics of the agents: goal type, action, perception and knowledge type. The last one
is important to design the decision-making process of the reactive agent. Section
6 presents results and discussions. Finally Section 7 presents conclusions.
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According to Julia´n et al. [13] a gap exists between the employment of languages
of formal speciﬁcation (Z, VDM or CSP) for the formal speciﬁcation of the behavior
of agents, and the informal vocabulary used by the researchers that implement these
types of systems. In this ﬁeld, the theories of agents are sometimes abstract, and they
are not linked with any concrete model of software design.
Language Z developed in the late 1970s is based on set theory and ﬁrst-order
predicate calculus. The key syntactic element of Z is the schema, which allows spec-
iﬁcations to be structured into manageable modular components. Z schemas consist
of two parts: The upper declarative part, which declares variables and their types;
and the lower predicate part, which relates and constrains those variables. Modular-
ity is facilitated allowing schemas to be included within other schemas. To introduce
a type in Z when no information about the elements within that type is speciﬁed, a
given set is used [28].
The Z notation provides an accessible and simple formalism, although it is limited
in its capacity to express mental attitudes and temporary aspects. In spite of these
shortcomings, the Z notation has been used in diﬀerent research projects within
the ﬁeld of multi-agent systems [14–16,20]. Within this context, one of the goals is
to close the existing gap between the formalisms used for the speciﬁcation of agents
and their implementation.
In this section we propose the use of formal model of agents based on the dInver-
no and Luck research [2], to facilitate the transition from the conceptualization of
the agents to their implementation. A Z speciﬁcation works by modeling the states
that a system can take, the operations that causes change in those states to take place
and the enquiries that can discover information about those states [28]. The formal
speciﬁcation allows: to delimit the domain and design the functions that conform the
behavior [4,16].2.1. Basic deﬁnitions
dInverno and Luck have tried to approach diﬀerent agents classiﬁcations [27],
suggesting a SMART framework, where the minimal features for an entity to be con-
sidered as an agent are speciﬁed.
First, the environment has to be described and the detail of description has to get:
objects, agents and autonomous agents. Therefore, we get to deﬁne the hierarchy
proposed by dInverno and Luck, constituted of entities, objects, agents and auton-
omous agents. Where the environment is composed of a group of entities, some of
them are objects. From this group of objects, some of them are agents. From this
group of agents, some of them are autonomous agents. With these four elements,
we try to model the world, where the autonomy is an essential feature of the SMART
framework. Autonomy gets through the goals functional character and the genera-
tion of these ones deﬁnes the autonomy.
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used by the contextual framework of dInverno and Luck [2]. All these concepts are
related in Figs. 2 and 3.ACTION
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event that can 
change the ...
ENVIRONMENT




It is a sate of affaires to be achieved 
in the ENVIRONMENT
MOTIVATION 
Is any desire or preference that 
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adoption of GOALS and affects 
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behavioral task intended to 
satisfy those GOALS
Fig. 2. Luck and dInverno primitive deﬁnitions.
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Fig. 3. Luck and dInverno SMART framework deﬁnitions.
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which are able to manifest themselves in the environment, and that are
the only ones potentially accessible to an observer. The set of all such
attributes is deﬁned [attribute].
An environment is then simply a set of attributes that describes all the features within
that environment. Thus a new type, Environment, is deﬁned to be a non-empty set of
attributes.
Entity and Environment: an entity is a collection of attributes and an environ-
ment is deﬁned as a collection of entities. Entity = = P
Attributes where: P represents the value of the
domain.
Goal: is represented by a state, composed by a group of aﬀairs that are carried out
in the environment. Goal = = P Attributes.
Interaction: denotes what happens when a set of actions are carried out in the envi-
ronment; the interactions eﬀects are determined by applying the func-
tion representing the agents actions, according to the state of the
environment.
Effect Of Interaction : Environment ! P Action 7! Environment
where: ! represents the correspondence from one domain to another.
# represents the partial correspondence from one domain to another.
Action: is a discreet event that changes the state of the environment.
Motivation: is any desire or preference, which can lead to the generation and mod-
iﬁcation of goals. These desires and preferences aﬀect of actions that
are derived from the reasoning or behavior that try to satisfy those
goals.
View: is the perception that an agent has of the environment.
The main characteristics of an object, agent and autonomous agent, have been de-
ﬁned. In the next section, the aspects that intervene when an agent takes action
are deﬁned.
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Next, the formalisation schemas used to specify the perception and action of the
agents involved in the geothermal science example are introduced. For further dis-
cussion, refer to dInverno and Luck [2,14].
2.2.1. Perception
An agent immersed in an environment has a set of perceptions, which constitute
the possible attributes that the agent can perceive of the environment. The percep-
tion in turn depends on the agents censing capacities and on the state and course
of that environment [20].
In the case of an agent, it is considered as object, so in this case, the selection de-
pends only on the environment (Fig. 3). However, in the abstraction level of the agent,
objectives and perception as well as environment can be seeing as leaders behavior.
Last paragraph is summed up in the scheme of an agent action that depends on the
agent perceptions and the ongoing environment. The potential of the autonomous
agent lies in its capacity to evaluate a speciﬁc situation in terms of environment con-
dition andmotivations. This agent behavior is determined by external and internal fac-
tors. This is the qualitative diﬀerence between an agent with goals and an autonomous
agent. In the case of agents with goals the behavior is passive and in the autonomous
agents is active, that is, the motivations are not ruled by internal inﬂexible rules. On
the other hand, these goals are derived and related to motivations. The selection–
action function of an autonomous agent is activated anytime by the motivation of
the agent.
It is important tomention that an agent cannot perceive all the attributes of its envi-
ronment, for this reason it bases its actions on a subset of these, this part is connected
with a partial representation concept of the world proposed by Brooks [17]. This part
is related with the situation theory, whose basic concept is that no agent is omniscient.
In other words, no agent is in direct informational universe as a whole [20]:Perception of an Agent
ActionPerceives: P Action
What it can make according to its capabilities
WhatItCanPerceive: Environment ! P Action 7! View
These are the attributes that are potentially available, depending on the
perceiving capabilities of the agent.
WhatItWillPerceive: P Goal ! View! View
This represents the attributes that are perceived in a given instant, accord-
ing to agents goals.
Perception of an Autonomous Agent
Perception of an Agent
AutoWillPercive : P Motivations ! P Goals! Environment ! View
It represents the attributes that are automatically perceived in the envi-
ronment once it has carried out the actions; this can led to a change in
the agents motivations. Motivations and goals ﬁlter relevant aspects of
the environment. It represents what an autonomous agent is capable of
perceiving an any time and it is independent of goals and motivations.
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On the other side there is the action that the agent has carried out. In direct cor-
respondence with the goal or motivation of the agent (autonomous or not), there is a
selection–action function that depends on: (1) the goals and the state of the environ-
ment in course, and (2) the perceptions in a given moment.The Action of an Agent
ActionOfAnAgent : P Goal ! View! Environment ! P Action
The ﬁrst preidcate assures that the selection–action function returns a
group of actions that lies within the agents competency.
The Action of an Autonomous Agent
Action of an Agent
AutomaticActionsOfAnAutonomousAgent:
P Motivation! P Goals! Views! Environment ! P Action
In this case the behavior of an agent is determined by internal and
external factors, that is, the motivations are not governed exclusively
by internal rules.Between the two kinds of actions there are non-diﬀerence. The diﬀerence focus is
the actions origin. The behavior of an agent can be:
• Passive: refers to the case in which the goals of an agent are imposed or assigned.
• Active: refers to the case in which an agent is able to change the state of the envi-
ronment; developing actions that satisfy their motivations, like in the case of a
robot, an expert system or a intelligent tutoring system, composed by agents.
O S
Fig. 4. Operation based on the state.
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Next, interaction operations involved in the geothermal science example are intro-
duced. For further discussion, refer to [2].
The operations of the agents characterise their behavior, and are restricted to af-
fect only certain aspects of the environment. The behavior is based in the agents:
attributes, actions, objectives, perceptual capabilities, and selection–action functions.
If any of these variables change; this would imply the instance of a new agent. The
change is delimited to their value, which in turn is related with the agents state. The
only variables that can change and at the same time make reference to the same
agent are those directly related to the agents state, as in the case of perception.
In the case of autonomous agents, themotivations changewhen the actions are devel-
oped. In case where there is not a change in the motivations, they can generate new and
diﬀerent goals, with the purpose of achieving the objectives pursued by the agent.
2.2.4. Operation of state dependence
In this case we will have an operation that takes into account the state of an agent,
which is based in their perceiving capabilities. This operation indicates that the oper-
ation of state O, is deﬁned in terms of the change of state of the S schema, as shown
in Fig. 4.3. Environment to model
Before modeling a behavior, it is necessary to count with the behavior to be mode-
led. In this case, the behavior, that involves decisions with subjective knowledge, lies
in the geothermal science ﬁeld. The domain to be represented by the expert falls in-
side geosciences ﬁeld. Espinosa-Paredes and Garcı´a-Gutie´rrez oﬀer a detailed expla-
nation [18].
The static temperatures of formation, well known also as unperturbed tempera-
tures or stabilized, are subjected to interference during the drilling of the geothermal
well. Nevertheless, these temperatures can be estimated using information obtained
during unemployment of circulation (term used to indicate suspension of the perfo-
ration process). Some studies indicate that the diﬃculty to obtain the formation tem-
perature is due to that which depends mainly of the: (1) duration of the circulation
ﬂuid, (2) nature of the processes of transfer of heat during perforation and (3) tech-
nology used in the perforation.
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peratures is by means of numeric simulators. These requires a great quantity of infor-
mation (Fig. 1) which is related with the story of the well, termination of the well and
geometry, geothermal gradient, input temperature and exit of the drilling muds, mass
ﬂow rate and thermo-physic properties (drilling muds, formation, cements and pipe).
Next an explanation of reproduction of logged temperatures made by the human
expert utilizing numerical simulation. The simulation starts from an assumed initial
temperature and the well is perturbed cooling it by drilling ﬂuid circulation. At the
end of this period, the ﬂuid circulation is stopped and the well and formation tem-
perature distribution is recorded such that this information serves as the new initial
condition for the warm-up process. During this period temperature builds up and the
measured temperature logs are reproduced numerically with the well shut-in. If
logged and simulated temperatures do not match, a new initial temperature proﬁle
is assumed before cooling the well and the process is repeated until convergence. This
iterative process is complex and the presence of circulating ﬂuid losses complicates
more the simulation since these become a new ﬁtting parameter (see Figs. 1, 6 and 7).
In this paper, an approximation to the solution of the problem to model the deci-
sion-making in a stage of the process is described. Basing it on the behavior of an
expert in the domain. The solution is developed with reactive agents and fuzzy sets.
3.1. Geothermal physical model
The physical model of drilling ﬂuid is based on the work of Espinosa-Paredes and
Garcı´a-Gutie´rrez [18], which is illustrated in Fig. 5. Five regions were considered to
simulate the heat transfer process in the geothermal system. Region 1: the drill pipe;
Region 2: the pipe well; Region 3: the annulus; Region 4: the interface between the
well and the surrounding rock, and Region 5: the formation.
3.2. Mathematical model of the virtual environment
The mathematical formulation is based on cylindrical geometry, the rock forma-
tion is isotropic and impermeable, the physical properties are constant and ﬂow in
the well is fully developed, incompressible and circulates at a constant rate.
The estimation of temperatures in and around a geothermal well during circula-
tion and shut-in conditions in the presence of lost circulation was performed by
numerical simulation. For the simulation, the initial condition is an assumed temper-
ature proﬁle. This condition represents the unperturbed formation temperature pre-
vailing before the well was drilled and the formation disturbed thermally.
The computer code used for the simulations was developed byGarcı´a et al. [19] and
considers transient convective heat transfer due to circulation losses to the rock sur-
rounding a well. The mathematical model consists of a set of partial diﬀerential equa-
tions describing the two-dimensional transient temperature ﬁeld T(z, r, t). Mass
conservation considers incompressible ﬂow in the axial (z) and radial (r) directions.
The solution considers the convective heat transfer eﬀects that appear in the boundary




























Fig. 5. Physical model of ﬂuid circulation in geothermal wells during drilling. The ﬁve heat ﬂow regions
are also shown.
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rected with the porosity to obtain more realistic values. For shut-in conditions, the
ﬂow is stagnant and transient heat transfer is assumed to be purely conductive.
The fundamental assumptions of the model include the following: cylindrical
geometry, isotropic rock formation, constant physical properties, negligible viscous
dissipation and thermal expansion eﬀects, and incompressible ﬂuid. With these con-
ditions the governing equations and initial and boundary conditions are [18]:
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¼ 0 at r ¼ 0 ð5Þ
B:C:3 vz ¼ WqAd at z ¼ 0 ð6Þ
B:C:4 vr ¼ f ð/;W ;W fu; q;AlÞ at r ¼ ri ð7Þ
where Ts is the solid temperature and Tm is the drilling ﬂuid temperature, Ai is the
interfacial area between the rock formation and ﬂuid, W is the drilling ﬂuid mass
ﬂow rate, Ad is the drill pipe cross-sectional area for ﬂow, / is the formation poros-
ity, Al is the lateral ﬂow area, Wfu is the drilling ﬂuid mass ﬂow rate lost to the for-
mation, q is the ﬂuid density, and vz and vr are the axial and radial ﬂow velocity,
respectively. The initial condition given by Eq. (3), represent existing proposal tem-
peratures (TMod).
The diﬀerential equations described above for each region were transformed into
discrete equations using the technique of ﬁnite diﬀerences in implicit form. The
resulting set of non-linear algebraic equations was then solved using an iterative
method.
4. Cognitive model
The ﬁrst step is the analysis of the diﬀerent parameters that are implicated in the
experts decision. With these parameters, the mental model that the expert uses to
make decisions is elaborated. Later on, the limits for the fuzzy sets are ﬁxed (Section
5.3). The existence of over-lapping parameters requires the construction of a logic
that allows combined decisions. This part is related with the inclusion of other fac-
tors involved in the decision-making process.
The data of the process is deﬁned by:
• A set of existing temperatures (TMod), that will be modiﬁed as the iterative proc-
ess approaches the solution. These temperatures are denoted in three diﬀerent
ways, according to the diﬀerent stages of the process. Existing: proposal (in the
beginning of the process), modiﬁed (during the iterations to converge) and existing
(as a result of the process), as illustrated in Fig. 6.











Fig. 6. Diagram of the data for the obtaining of existing temperatures.
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geothermal well. These temperatures are established from the information pro-
vided by geothermal wells previously drilled, and that have similar characteristics
than those in the zone where the new geothermal well could be drilled.
• A set of simulated temperatures (TSim), these data are obtained by a geothermal
simulator [19]. This is the virtual environment.
4.1. Process to be modeled
The decision consists on an adjustment of temperatures (Fig. 6). This adjustment
is carried out with the purpose of obtaining the existing temperatures, which are
important for the reasons discussed in the Section 1.5. In this process the adjustment
is given through an iterative process, which yields point-to-point iterations (where
the depth in the well represents each point).
The data with which the expert counts to make the decision during the adjustment
process are the logged temperatures (TReg) and simulated temperatures (TSim).
The mental model that is based on the iterative process shown in Fig. 6 is shown
in Fig. 7.
WHILE | TSim – TReg | > 5º DO
IF   TSim > TReg (it implies that the temperature was assumed hotter than
                                             actually is) 
THEN
                             Adjust the existing temperature colder
             ELSE (TSim < TReg ; it implies that the temperature was assumed colder 
                          than it actually is)
                             Adjust existing temperature hotter
END_WHILE
Fig. 7. Mental model of experts decision.
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The following data, involved with the decision-making process of an expert, are
found from the observation of the mental model (Fig. 7): (1) error range, (2) a dif-
ference whose absolute value is used to control the modiﬁcation of the existing tem-
perature towards colder or hotter. Taking into consideration these characteristics,
intervals of data are ﬁxed. In the case of the error range, it must be larger than
5. In the case of the absolute value used for modiﬁcation control, it should be de-
ﬁned as: (1) a negative or positive value of the diﬀerence between TSim and TReg,
and (2) the magnitude of these diﬀerences. The last one will allow the selection of
a numerical variation to increase or decrease (adjust) the existing temperature
(TMod), e.g., to move it to a higher/lower temperature (hotter/colder, respectively).
A global error is also used in this process to consider all the temperatures in a givenTable 1
First repetition: Orientation
Steps of the Mental Model Type of necessary understanding
for their realization
Skills
P1. must know in order to enter
to the iterative process
Evaluate jTSim  TRegj > 5 Pattern recognition
P2. must know if it is necessary
for modiﬁcation
Evaluate if TSim is P or < TReg Pattern recognition
Table 2
Second iteration: The steps as they are developed
Steps for the Mental Model Type of necessary understanding
for their realization
Skills
P1. – – –
P2. must know in order to
modify the temperature
Subjective: consistent in modifying
the temperature moving it toward
cold or heat
Strategic and Tactical
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oscillations that may hinder the convergence of the process.
4.3. Cognitive task analysis (CTA)
In this section, a CTA is carried out according to Ryder and Redding [3] and Lau-
reano et al. [4], with the purpose of understanding the type of knowledge and skills
that are involved within the process. This analysis is important to understand the
type of knowledge and reasoning used during the process; important points during
the stage of implementation of the agents behavior. The results of this analysis
are shown in Tables 1 and 2.5. Design agentsObject
Capable of: P Actions
Attributes: P AttributesThis section begins with deﬁnitions of what are: object, agent and autonomous




Goal: 5{ }Object: is a collection of attributes that also contains a description of their capacities










Fig. 8. Dependency of agents.
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change the state of this environment. In this way the following set of characteristic
deﬁnes an object.
An object can become an agent when serving the purposes of another agent or its
own ones. When its action ends, it becomes once again an object.
Agent: is an instance of an object that has an associated set of goals.
Autonomous agent: is a sub-class of agent that also has motivations. These agents
create and pursue their own goals, in other words their goal type is active.
Analyzing the mental model shown in Fig. 7, as well as Tables 1 and 2, it can be de-
duced that the control of the iterative process has two levels of abstraction (Fig. 8).
These agents will be described in terms of objectives, perceptions and actions,
according to schemas proposed by dInverno and Luck [2] and described in Section
2. After considering the conceptual schemas there are two agents: one under the con-
cept of non-autonomous, and the other under the concept of autonomous.
In the concrete example considered herein, we have a non-autonomous agent
that will control the process of convergence of temperatures and will receive the
name of Adjustment. The autonomous agent, TempExist, will decide if the existing
temperature is adjusted or not. In Fig. 8 the agents and their dependence are
presented.
The agent TempExist (represents the human-expert in Fig. 1) is the agent that sur-
veys the environment (simulated process of geothermal drilling) and according to its
perception capacities, imposes the goals to theAdjustment agent. The operationAction
TempExist depends on the state of the environment modiﬁed by theAdjustment agent.
The environment or state is represented by the attributes [20] that in this case are
the set of temperatures (input data used by human-expert in Fig. 1) that change con-
tinually during the adjustment process. In the following sections the two agents are
described in terms of their perceptions and actions; taking into account the deﬁni-
tions given in Section 2.
5.1. Agent non-autonomousAdjustment
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Goal: adjustments in temperature.Percept
TempE
PerceptionPerceivingActions: adjustments in temperature.
CanPerceive: the positive or negative value of the diﬀerence between the
simulated and logged temperatures.
WillPerceive: the magnitude of the diﬀerence between the simulated and
logged temperature that will allow the selection of a numerical
variation, to modify the existing temperature.
Action
This agents action consists on the development of a convergence product of an
iterative process. The convergence data are: (1) diﬀerences between the simulated
and logged temperatures inside a range of allowed error, and (2) magnitude of this
diﬀerence. Through this simulated process of geothermal drilling the agents ﬁnal




Goal: to ﬁnd the existing temperature in each depth level.PerceivingActions: the data input (existing temperatures) that starts the adjust-
ment iterative cycle.
CanPerceive: the absolute value of the diﬀerence between the simulated and
logged temperatures. The last one represents the error range
(proposed by the expert) to control the adjustment process.
WillPerceive: the new absolute value of the diﬀerence between the simulated
and existing temperature.
AutoWillPerceive: the new state (input data) of convergence (existing tempera-
tures), once the adjustment is carried out.
In the deﬁnition of AutoWillPerceive, the principal point is that the attribute
of this function is represented by the environment continuous change caused
by the agent Adjustment through the TempExist agents perception (input data
used by human-expert in Fig. 1). In the geothermal science example, the change is
caused by a numerical variation that adjusts the existing temperatures (hotter or
colder).
Action
This agents action consists on controlling the value of the input data (existing
temperatures) to the iterative cycle whose goal is to ﬁnd the ﬁnal existing tempera-
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the two agents, become noticeable.5.3. Modeling the reactive aspect
There are agents with reactive and deliberative aspects and/or with only one of
both. In this case, since the decision represents a sub-class of subordinate behavior
(this is only a decision of a global process) to a behavior of a higher hierarchy, we
only have the reactive aspect.
Agent TempExist. This agent reacts to the environment changes produced by its
motivations. In our case of study the motivation is to ﬁnd the formation tempera-
tures being the generate goal the convergent process, and this goal is imposed to
the Adjustment agent, trough the action of adjust.
With the cognitive model (Tables 1 and 2) and the perception and agents
action, the decision-making process is based on a knowledge type belonging to
pattern recognition (factual knowledge). The last one consists on evaluating
jTSim  TRegj > 5, which turns into declarative knowledge type when it is associ-
ated with the context of the geothermal science domain.
To achieve the above, the treatment of this agents reactivity requires a rule to
associate this condition, Fig. 7.
Agent Adjustment. This agent begins to react when goals are imposed on it, in or-
der to fulﬁll the TempExist agents motivations.
With the help of the cognitive model (Tables 1 and 2), and the perception and
agents action, the decision-making process is based on a subjective type of knowl-
edge that underlies the strategic and procedural skills. These skills consist on adjust-
ing, through a numerical variation the existing temperature to colder or hotter,
depending on: TSim > TReg or TSim < TReg.
In the previous paragraph it may seem that for the treatment of this agents reac-
tivity, a tool is needed to deal with a subjective type knowledge; in this case a fuzzy
set can be used to implement this agents decision.
Since the expert works with ranges of values that depend on the diﬀerence be-
tween two values, these diﬀerences can be: very big, big, medium, little or very little;
a numerical variation is selected to allow the temperatures to be adjusted to: colder, or
hotter. The decision of the magnitude of the numerical variation will be implemented
through a fuzzy set that reﬂects the experts distribution. The determination of mem-
bership function was made utilizing a fuzzy statistical experiment calling general
method [29] asking ten experts about what they understood as the diﬀerence temper-
ature intervals which are considered as: small, very small, medium, big and huge.6. Results and discussions
An S function was used to model the universal set that is enclosed in the interval
[5,65] of temperature diﬀerences. This interval of diﬀerences represents what is ex-
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will provide the numerical variation that will be used to adjust the existing tempera-
ture, and thus, propitiating the convergence.
Fig. 9 shows a typical result of simulation. In this ﬁgure the data are logged tem-
perature proﬁles (TReg) and the corresponding simulated temperatures (TSim). The
ﬁgure also shows the existing temperature (TMod) distribution that is obtained, as a
function of depth, from the simulation and the artiﬁcial intelligence algorithm with
fuzzy sets. These results represent the proﬁle of existing temperatures. For this the
initial existing temperatures (proposal) were assumed based on information from
nearby wells having a typical proﬁle that was assumed as the initial condition for
the simulation process. It is observed that simulated and logged temperatures match
well in the whole depth range and the trends exhibited by the logged temperatures



















Fig. 9. Logged (TReg) and simulated (TSim) temperatures for the test well. The resulting formation

































































Fig. 11. Absolute value between TMod and TModminus.
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peratures. In this case the original existing proposal temperatures are increased and
decreased using 10 increments. The ﬁgure also shows that for an approximate depth
of 2500 m, the temperatures slightly diﬀer from the results obtained when the pro-
posal temperature is increased (see TModplus curve) and decreased (see TModminus
curve) in 10. The previous is due to an error range (Fig. 7).
Figs. 11 and 12 show the absolute diﬀerence value between the existing tempera-
ture (TMod: shown in Fig. 9) and the results obtained from the existing temperatures
(TModminus and TModplus: shown in Fig. 10). Fig. 10 depicts a saturation point
resulting from the artiﬁcial intelligence algorithm with fuzzy sets. Notice that the
global convergence is not aﬀected by this fact.
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Two agents were established: an autonomous one and non-autonomous one. This
implies a distributed solution to the problem, which consists of ﬁnding the existing
temperatures. These characteristics provide the properties of robustness and answer
quality to the system.
The basic reactive behavior design of the agent was carried out through located
activity [4,20] that is focused on the agents actions and, therefore, on its basic behav-
iors according to the situation, moments and environments. It is fundamental to ﬁnd
the speciﬁc perceptions that will cause a certain action on a present environment. To
achieve this, a cognitive model that represents the experts decision, was developed.
This model allows the consideration of the diﬀerent situations that can occur in the
environment, to achieve an emergent response of the system.
The behavior has been formalized taking into account all the control variables of
the process: (a) goal type, (b) knowledge type and (c) perception and action of each
agent. This formalization provides an interaction between agents with a well-deﬁned
interface that guarantee a congruent behavior of the multi-agent system (environ-
ment-agents or agents–agents) [20].
The temperature behavior in the geothermal well has been successfully modeled
since the diﬀerence between simulated and logged temperatures is inside the human
perception. In the geothermal science example, the value of this error is ±5, which
is normally accepted by the experts in this ﬁeld. In other words, this diﬀerence would
not aﬀect a technical decision made by an expert.
Finally, this work is an example of a design technique proposed for the develop-
ment of multi-agent systems with reactive characteristics, which shows the simplicity
(with respect to previous works) that has been achieved through the development of
the software that controls a dynamic process that involves many variables.
The work presented herein is a ﬁrst step in developing an expert system in the ﬁeld
of geothermal wells. The authors continue their research to develop an expert system
capable of incorporating other factors that are involved in the process of obtaining
the formation temperatures (Fig. 1).Acknowledgement
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